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We propose and analyze the design of a programmable photonic integrated circuit for high-fidelity quantum
computation and simulation. We demonstrate that the reconfigurability of our design allows us to overcome two
major impediments to quantum optics on a chip: it removes the need for a full fabrication cycle for each experiment
and allows for compensation of fabrication errors using numerical optimization techniques. Under a pessimistic
fabrication model for the silicon-on-insulator process, we demonstrate a dramatic fidelity improvement for the
linear optics controlled-NOT and controlled-PHASE gates and, showing the scalability of this approach, the iterative
phase estimation algorithm built from individually optimized gates. We also propose and simulate an experiment
that the programmability of our system would enable: a statistically robust study of the evolution of entangled
photons in disordered quantum walks. Overall, our results suggest that existing fabrication processes are sufficient
to build a quantum photonic processor capable of high-fidelity operation.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Photonic integrated circuits (PICs)—waveguide-based sys-
tems of optical elements such as beam splitters and phase
shifters that are monolithically integrated on a single chip—
enable control over the propagation and coupling of optical
modes with exceptional phase stability and at the scale of
tens to hundreds of waveguides. In particular, PICs fabricated
using mature silicon processes have seen rapid development
in recent years for optical interconnects and other classical
applications [1,2]. Additionally, PICs have been shown to
be an appealing platform for quantum optics: PIC-based
experiments have demonstrated quantum simulation [3–5],
boson sampling [6–8], linear optical quantum gates [9,10],
and the simulation of bosonic quantum walks [5,11,12].
One of the main impediments to quantum optics experi-
ments on PICs has been the need to fabricate custom chips for
each experiment, an expensive and time consuming process. In
addition, many applications require PICs to be tuned between
consecutive experiments. While some experiments have shown
on-chip reconfigurability [13–15], there has been to date no
analysis of a fully reconfigurable PIC that can implement
arbitrary circuits. Additionally, PIC-based experiments to date
have suffered from reduced fidelity due to variations and
imperfections in the fabrication process.
In this work, we propose and analyze the design of a re-
configurable quantum photonic processor (QPP)—achievable
with existing, mature silicon processes—that overcomes
fabrication imperfections. We demonstrate how to program
arbitrary transformations into this system and, using a fabri-
cation model with conservative assumptions on technology,
demonstrate a tuning algorithm that overcomes fabrication
imperfections and achieves high-fidelity quantum operations.
This programmable linear optics circuit would enable the rapid
testing of quantum optics algorithms.
*Corresponding author: englund@mit.edu
In the next section, we introduce the QPP architecture
and discuss the origins of imperfections in realistic devices.
Section III shows how to implement quantum gates on a QPP,
quantifies the detrimental effects of fabrication errors, and
then demonstrates a computationally scalable, gate-by-gate
procedure that allows us to recover high-fidelity gate operation.
As an example of the power of this technique, we analyze a
circuit implementing a full quantum algorithm, the iterative
phase estimation algorithm (IPEA), and show that gate-by-gate
optimization is sufficient for high-fidelity operation of the full
circuit. Next, in Sec. V, we propose and simulate a bosonic
transport experiment that leverages the reconfigurability of the
QPP to investigate 1000 realizations of quantum walks under a
range of disorder and decoherence levels and to perform state
preparation on a pair of input photons. To close, we discuss
methods of extending this architecture with recent advances in
integrated quantum devices.
II. QPP ARCHITECTURE
The proposed QPP architecture consists of a lattice of 2 × 2
building blocks [Fig. 1(a)], each of which is a Mach-Zehnder
interferometer (MZI) [Fig. 1(d)] [18]. In the spatial mode basis,
















where θ and φ correspond to the labels in Fig. 1(d).
In realistic integrated optical devices, photon loss, phase
errors, and unbalanced beam splitters can severely impact
performance. To simulate the effect of these imperfections, we
consider a model for the well developed, CMOS-compatible
silicon-on-insulator (SOI) platform, based on deep-UV
photolithography [19,20]. As photon loss is a primary concern
in quantum optics experiments, we have chosen the lowest-
loss elements available in this material system: directional
couplers [21] for the beam splitters and thermo-optic phase
modulators [17].
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FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Schematic of the QPP composed of interconnected MZIs. (b) The six-mode CNOT gate proposed in Ref. [16].
(c) The same CNOT protocol implemented on the QPP. The upper number in each box represents the splitting ratio η ≡ sin2(θ ), where θ is the
internal phase setting, and the lower number represents the output phase offset φ. (d) The MZI unit cell. (e) Cross section of the directional
coupler showing the dominant mechanisms for disorder in the splitting ratio, variation in the height of the waveguide h, the width w, and the
waveguide spacing g. (f) Cross section of the phase shifter illustrating free carrier absorption, the dominant loss mechanism [17].
Figures 1(e) and 1(f) illustrate the primary causes of
nonidealities in these devices: in directional couplers, small
variations in the dimensions and spacing of coupled waveg-
uides [Fig. 1(e)] result in varied splitting ratios, while in
phase shifters, free carrier absorption in the doped silicon
regions [Fig. 1(f)] results in increased propagation loss. Our
model accounts for realistic variations by using wafer-scale
test results for directional couplers [21] and phase shifters
[17]. Wafer-scale test data—as opposed to single-device
test data—improves the validity of our model. We model
the splitting ratios by a Gaussian distribution with a mean
(standard deviation) of 50% (4.3%) [21]. We assume the
loss in each thermo-optic modulator is also sampled from a
non-negative Gaussian distribution [22] with a mean (standard
deviation) of 5.16% (2.84%). While we vary only two phase
shifters in each MZI, we include four phase shifters in the
design to balance loss [see Fig. 1(d)].
To incorporate these errors into simulations of QPP per-
formance, we need to modify UMZI. First, to account for
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for each directional coupler, where the value of the transitivity
t is chosen randomly according to the distribution above.
To incorporate losses—if we wish the analysis to remain
unitary—it is necessary to add an additional mode for each
lossy component. Then, loss is simply introduced as a beam
splitter with reflectivity equal to the loss. However, due to
the block structure of the resulting matrix along with the
postselected nature of the quantum gates we simulate, we can
instead work only with the 2 × 2 submatrix corresponding
to the waveguide modes. As such, each diagonal element in
the 2 × 2 phase-shift matrices acquires a factor of √1 − γ ,
where the values of the γ ’s are distributed according to the












III. HIGH-FIDELITY QUANTUM GATES ON THE QPP
A. Individual quantum gates
To demonstrate linear optical quantum gates in the QPP
architecture, Figs. 1(b) and 1(c) show the postselected linear
optical controlled-NOT (CNOT) gate previously implemented
in a custom, static PIC [9,23] and the same gate programed
into a subset of the (ideal) QPP lattice, respectively. The beam
splitting ratio of each MZI in Fig. 1(c) is given by η ≡ sin2(θ ).
This gate, as well as those discussed later, uses the well
known dual-rail encoding, i.e., each qubit is encoded in the
photon amplitudes in a pair of modes [24]. The control (target)
modes are labeled c0 and c1 (t0 and t1) in the figure. The
gate succeeds if and only if a single photon is detected in
each pair of modes. Experimental realizations of this gate
have demonstrated the promise of PICs, but imperfections in
fabrication likely contributed to the reduction in gate fidelities
(e.g., to 94% in Ref. [9]). To analyze realistic performance in
a QPP system, we simulated 1000 QPPs with splitting ratios
and losses given by the aforementioned fabrication model. We
then programed the CNOT gate into each QPP.
To evaluate the performance of each gate, each simulation
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In simulations, the splitting ratios and losses are deter-
mined from a Monte Carlo process; these values can be
experimentally determined for a real system using methods
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FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) Performance of the CNOT gate for 1000
instances of the QPP. The blue (green) histogram plots the fidelity
before (after) optimization of the phase settings. (b) Results pre- and
postoptimization for the CPHASE gate over 300 instances of the QPP.
For each simulation, the reported fidelity is the minimum over six
different choices of φ (the phase applied by the controlled operation),
equally distributed from zero to 2π .
presented in the Supplemental Material [25]. This submatrix
can then be used to calculate the 4 × 4 transform in the
computational (i.e., two-qubit) basis {|00〉 , |01〉 , |10〉 , |11〉}
[6], after postselection. This is then compared to the ideal
transformation with the Hilbert-Schmidt inner product [26]
F (V,V0) = |tr(V †V0)|, where V0 is the ideal 4 × 4 transform
and V is the calculated transform. Normalization (correspond-
ing to postselection) is performed by scaling V and V0 such
that F (V,V ) = F (V0,V0) = 1.
The blue histogram in Fig. 2(a) (color online) shows the
fidelity of the CNOT gate over the 1000 simulated QPPs,
without optimal MZI tuning. These simulations yield a
median fidelity of 94.52%, which is similar to experimentally
reported values in custom PICs (e.g., [9,27]). We then
performed a nonlinear optimization [28–30] of the MZI phase
settings [31] to maximize this fidelity for each instance
of disorder (see Supplemental Material [25]). The green
histogram in Fig. 2(a) (color online) shows the optimized
QPP performance; the median fidelity improved dramatically
to 99.99%.
We performed the same tuning procedure on the postse-
lected controlled-PHASE (CPHASE) gate of Ref. [32], for which
we observe a similar improvement in median fidelity after
optimization from 92.22% to 99.99% [see Fig. 2(b)]. These
results show that postfabrication optimization enables the
reliable implementation of high-fidelity quantum logic gates
on QPPs using currently realizable PICs.
B. Iterative phase estimation algorithm
The possibility of high-fidelity operations makes the QPP
architecture attractive for studying larger-scale quantum al-
gorithms. As it is dynamically reconfigurable, it is well
(b)












FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) Quantum circuit for the IPEA, as
outlined in Ref. [35]. (b) The IPEA fidelity with unoptimized (blue)
and optimized (green) performance. By optimizing the circuit to
account for fabrication imperfections, the QPP enables very high
process fidelities. Again, note the logarithmic scaling to capture both
unoptimized and optimized performance on the same axes.
suited for iterative algorithms that rapidly update the circuit
in response to previous measurements. Here, we examine
the performance of one such algorithm, the iterative phase
estimation algorithm. The IPEA is an iterative procedure used
to solve for the eigenvalues of a Hamiltonian, which has
applications in sensing and simulation [3]. The IPEA maps
a Hamiltonian ˆH to a unitary propagator ˆU ≡ ei ˆHτ . In this
approach, solving the eigenvalue problem ˆU |u〉 = ei2πλ |u〉
is equivalent to calculating the energy levels of ˆH . A binary
expansion of λ can be calculated by adaptive and iterative
bitwise measurements [33,34].
Figure 3(a) shows the quantum circuit for the two qubit
IPEA; as demonstrated in [35], this is sufficient to calculate
the first four energy levels of an H2 molecule over a range
of atomic separations. This is achieved through the use of
a basis set in which the Hamiltonian is block-diagonal with
at most 2 × 2 blocks [36]. To simulate the performance of
this system on the QPP, we decompose the controlled unitary
of the IPEA into a CPHASE gate with additional single-qubit
rotations. We then split the system into three sections that
were optimized separately: the input single-qubit rotations,
the CPHASE gate, and the output single-qubit rotations. This
decomposition into individually optimized gates is useful for
computational efficiency.
We find that for 10 000 simulated instances of the QPP,
the unoptimized IPEA performed with a median fidelity of
82.63% [Fig. 3(b), blue] (color online). When using our
optimized gates, the median fidelity rose to 99.77% [Fig. 3(b),
green] (color online). While only two qubits are required for
simulating the hydrogen molecule [35], more qubits will be
required for simulating larger systems with more complex
Hamiltonians. This motivates the development of large-scale
PICs such as the QPP.
IV. QUANTUM RANDOM WALKS
The programmability of the QPP also enables detailed
studies of single- [11,37,38] and multiphoton [5,12,39–41]
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quantum random walks on a lattice with discrete, nearest-
neighbor coupling. These discrete-time quantum random
walks (DTQRWs) are attractive for their application to the
problems of quantum simulation [42], database search [43],
and boson sampling [6].
In the discrete-time QRW, a particle with an internal binary
degree of freedom (a “coin”) is placed on the lattice. At each
step of the walk, two operations occur: the internal state of
the coin is prepared and the particle is shifted left or right
(as indicated in Fig. 4) according to the state of the coin
(“left” and/or “right”). We use a spatial encoding for both
the position and the coin state of a quantum walker: position is
defined at an MZI, while the coin state is defined by occupation
between the two output waveguides of the MZI. The coin toss
operation is controlled by the MZI splitting ratio and output
phase. The MZI lattice implements a shift operation where
photons in the left (right) state propagate left (right) to the
next layer of the QPP.
We studied the propagation of two indistinguishable pho-
tons on a QRW in the QPP. The path-entangled initial state
is |ψ〉i = (|20〉LR + |02〉LR)/
√
2, where L and R are the two
outputs of the first MZI of the QRW, MZI1. This state
is prepared in the QPP by first launching indistinguishable
photons into the two waveguides of the first MZI set to
(η,φ) = (0.5,π/2), producing the desired state |ψ〉i . The next
layer of MZIs is set to (η,φ) = (1,0) and (1,0) in order to route
the state to the first layer of the random walk. The state is then
evolved in the following 15 MZI layers of the QPP, where all
internal phases θ are set to π/2. In these simulations, disorder
is introduced by sampling the MZI output phases (φ) randomly
from a uniform distribution on the interval [0,
max].
We first consider a lattice without disorder, i.e., 
max = 0.
Simulation results for a realistic QPP are plotted in Figs. 4(a.i)–
4(a.iii). Figure 4(a.i) shows the two-photon correlation func-
tion, 4(a.ii) plots the particle density at the output, and 4(a.iii)
shows the particle density at every layer of the QPP. The
two-photon correlation function [Fig. 4(a.i)] displays stronger
correlations for neighboring waveguides (“bunching”) and
particle density peaks at the edges of the array [Figs. 4(a.ii)
and 4(a.iii)]. This bunching phenomenon is analogous to
Hong-Ou-Mandel interference observed for two input and two
output modes [44]. An analogous effect is seen in continuous-
time QRWs for two indistinguishable photons launched in
neighboring waveguides [5,39].
The impact of disorder on path entanglement and the trans-
port of multiphoton states is not presently well understood,
and remains an active area of research. A single realization
of disorder offers little information as it can contain extreme
arrangements not representative of the majority of lattices with
the same level of disorder. This can be seen by comparing a
single realization of disorder [Figs. 4(b.i)–4(b.iii)] to 1000
(a.i) (b.i) (c.i) (d.i) (e.i)
(a.ii) (b.ii) (c.ii) (d.ii) (e.ii)
(a.iii) (b.iii) (c.iii) (d.iii) (e.iii)
Realizations 1 1 1000 1000 1000




































FIG. 4. (Color online) Simulation of the DTQRW in the QPP postselected on detecting two photons for various levels of time-dependent
(TD) and time-independent (TID) disorder. (a.i)–(e.i) Correlation functions for output waveguide positions in the QPP lattice. (a.ii)–(e.ii)
Particle density distributions as a function of waveguide position [same as the last layer of (a.iii)–(e.iii), marked in red]. (d.ii) and (e.ii)
have logarithmic scales. (a.iii)–(e.iii) Dynamics of QRW where the x axis and y axis represent the waveguide output position and MZI layer,
respectively. (a.i)–(a.iii) Propagation of input state (|20〉LR + |02〉LR)/
√
2 revealing bunching effect seen for continuous-time QRWs. (b.i)–(b.iii)
A single realization of TID and TD disorder in the QPP resulting in highly irregular propagation. (c.i)–(c.iii) Average of 1000 realizations of
weak TID disorder showing the coexistence of bunching and localization. (d.i)–(d.iii) Average of 1000 realizations of TID disorder showing
an exponential density distribution—the hallmark of Anderson localization. (e.i)–(e.iii) Average of 1000 realizations of TID and TD disorder,
showing delocalization and a Gaussian distribution.
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realizations of disorder [Figs. 4(e.i)–4(e.iii)], for 
max = 2π
in both cases. To build robust statistics, multiple instances of a
given level of disorder are required. Until now, this could have
been accomplished by fabricating numerous samples or by
postprocessing PICs [11,12,38,41]. This approach is difficult
to extend to hundreds or thousands of instances. While fast
switches could be used to modulate photons passing through
a looped QRW [45], there are significant losses associated
with this setup that hinder its application to large-scale
experiments.
However, a single QPP could generate many instances
of disorder. Time-dependent (independent) disorder can be
realized with random phase settings along (orthogonal to) the
direction of propagation. Applying weak time-independent
disorder (
max = 0.6π ) to the lattice results in two-photon
correlation and density functions that exhibit both bunched
and localized characteristics [Figs. 4(c.i)–4(c.iii)]. This effect
was predicted for continuous-time QRWs [40].
Strong, time-independent disorder in the QPP lattice
(
max = 2π ) reveals the characteristic exponential
distributions of Anderson localization [Figs. 4(d.i)–4(d.iii)].
The incorporation of time-dependent disorder results in
the two-photon correlation function and particle density
distribution transitioning from exponential localization to
Gaussian delocalization [Figs. 4(e.i)–4(e.iii)]—indicative
of a crossover to diffusion [46,47]. Although fabrication
defects were included in the simulations, we find that the
two-photon correlations and densities were largely unaffected
(see Supplemental Material [25]).
V. DISCUSSION
We have shown that a QPP, fabricated in current silicon
photonics processes, could enable high-fidelity quantum gates
and quantum simulation. We focused on postselected gates
to compare this system to preceding PIC-based experiments.
Looking forward, one goal of linear optical quantum com-
puting (LOQC) systems is to achieve the error threshold
necessary for fault-tolerant quantum computation [24]. For
postselected LOQC, this threshold can be as high as 1%
[48], but with limitations on overhead (e.g., <104 physical
CNOT gates per qubit and gate), the error rate must be
much lower [48]. LOQC requires postselected gates that
are heralded by ancilla photons and involve more beam
splitters than the gates considered in Sec. III [24,49]. The
QPP proposed here offers a path toward achieving the
high-fidelity gate operations on-chip that are necessary for
LOQC.
Proposed universal quantum computers based on LOQC
will also require efficient single-photon sources, single-photon
detectors, and feed-forward operations. There has been rapid
progress integrating these elements into the silicon photonics
platform; recent examples include entangled-photon sources
based on four-wave mixing [50,51] and waveguide-integrated
superconducting single-photon detectors [52,53]. The poten-
tial for multiplexing the emission of spontaneous single-
photon sources [54,545 could enable high-efficiency state
preparation for quantum computation; low-latency supercon-
ducting logic [56] could enable the feed-forward required for
scalable LOQC; and low photon-number nonlinear elements
could enable photon-photon interaction and deterministic
quantum logic [57,58].
The high-dimensional transformations possible on the QPP
could also enable a number of applications in classical optics,
including multi-input multioutput, transparent, nonblocking
switches [59,60], signal routers, high-dimensional beam split-
ters, and large phased arrays [61], e.g., for LIDAR applications.
VI. CONCLUSION
We presented a detailed analysis of the feasibility of a
reconfigurable quantum photonic processor that enables high-
fidelity linear optical transformations and could accelerate
prototyping of quantum algorithms in integrated quantum
photonics. As demonstrated by our simulation of quantum
walks, reconfigurability also enables a single device to perform
statistically robust studies of the propagation of photons
through complex optical networks. The predicted high fidelity
of quantum operations under realistic fabrication defects
suggests that a QPP reaching high postselected gate fidelities
is within experimental reach.
Note added. Recently, J. Carolan et al. [62] have reported
experiments on a system similar to the one proposed here,
and N.C. Harris et al. [63] recently reported the experimental
demonstration of the architecture proposed here.
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